What can I do with . . .

Classics, French, Italian, Romance Languages and Spanish invite you to meet their Alumnae and hear about their careers and professional lives

Whitney Waldenberg’04
- Italian
- Attorney at Oxendine Barnes and Associates

Erica Buchinski’10
- Romance L&C and Anthropology
- Apple Inc. Worldwide Developer Relations

Julia Labaton’93
- French and English
- President RED, PR, Beauty and Fashion

Sarah Mullervy’03
- Classics and Music
- Silvergate Media. Supervising Producer

Jessica Babcock’03
- Spanish and English
- Strategy Advisor- Dept. of Defense for Policy

Monday February 15, 4:15 pm-5:45 pm
Gamble Auditorium
Reception to follow*

*Members of the faculty, CDC and majors will answer questions about the majors